
play the music of Cheap Trick 

 

 
 

Hailing from Cleveland and formed in 2018, Dan Loy (bass), Chris Noble, (drums), Pete Ortenzi 
(guitar) and Blair Cameron (vocals) bring the sensational music of Rock-n-Roll Hall of Famers 
Cheap Trick to today’s audiences.  Iconic songs like I Want You to Want Me, Surrender, Dream 
Police, and Ain’t That a Shame are synonymous with rock concerts and festival stages and 
Those Men Inside My Brain play them with the energy, wit, and edge of a young Cheap Trick 
emerging onto the late 70s rock scene.   
 

Those Men Inside My Brain, whose name comes from the refrain in the song Dream Police, is 
rooted in Cheap Trick’s early music, beginning with its smashing debut record in 1977, because 
there is something exhilarating about a band on the rise.  Cheap Trick’s stardom is legendary, 
and once America found out who they were, it became impossible to imagine a rock concert 
any other way.  It is that moment in time that TMIMB brings forward – the “built-to-rocked-
live” repertoire, the punk-edged irreverence, and the relentless power-pop delivery! 
 

Those Men Inside My Brain don’t consider themselves a strict note-for-note tribute because the 
musical landscape and the songs themselves have evolved over the past 40+ years.  “Our tribute,” 
explains Dan, “is to infuse the songs with some fresh energy and insight for longtime fans and new 
audiences alike.”  He continues, “Those Men Inside My Brain are very much our own band, we 
each play from our own personalities and influences, but when someone hears a song like Big Eyes 
for the first time, it’s a reminder that great rock-n-roll is timeless and Cheap Trick is the reason.” 
 

Maybe you were lucky enough to find Cheap Trick before the Budokan album or you found 
them because you love the bands that influenced them (Beatles, Who, Yardbirds, Slade, the 
Move, etc.).  Maybe you are discovering them through the multitude of bands they’ve played 
with (from AC/DC to ZZTop and everyone in between) or because of countless bands they have 
influenced over the past 40+ years (Posion, Weezer, Foo Fighters, Jimmy Eat World, to name 
just a few), or perhaps you are just now learning about this venerable, iconic rock-n-roll band.  
However you got here, Those Men Inside My Brain want to ask you the same question that is 
asked in the first song of every Cheap Trick concert… 

“Are you ready to rock, are you ready or not!?!” 
 

WEBSITE:  thosemeninsidemybrain.com 
CONTACT:  Dan Loy via email, thosemeninsidemybrain@gmail.com or phone, 216-536-6092. 


